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 Doctor Endorsed Growth Hormone Formula Now Available.
 Not A Drug . . . All-Natural And 100% Safe – No Prescription Needed.

TURN BACK THE CLOCK ON AGING. Details Inside...

NO RISK!

 ENERGY SURGES
 SEXUAL VITALITY RETURNS

Take Advantage Of The
ChronoHGH NO-RISK
Offer Today by Calling

Famous Anti-Aging Doctor and Acclaimed Heart Surgeon Discovers
Breakthrough Formula Which May Enable You To Reverse The
Effects of Aging And Grow Younger Day By Day!
Dr. Frederic J. Vagnini, M.D., FACS
Medical Director, Cardiovascular
And Longevity Center

1-800-000-0000.
All details provided by
representatives standing by
24 HRS. A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK.

Please have the
Personal VIP Code
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DEFY THE AGING PROCESS!
Say NO to “getting old”...
Say NEVER to “falling apart!”
Starting Today...Begin to Regain the
Appearance and Vitality of your Youth
with an All-Natural Compound called...

ChronoHGH!
No Drugs...No Injections

NO PLASTIC SURGERY

Amazing Growth Hormone
Compound Turns Back The
Clock On Aging...
Improves Your Quality Of Life, Gives You
More Stamina, Boosts Your Energy,
And Takes Years Off Your Looks!

H

ow would you like to look and feel years younger? How would you like to experience a major
rejuvenation in all aspects of your physical and
mental health, enabling you to live as though you just
“shed” twenty years off your biological age?
Moreover, how would you like to regain the kind of
stamina and energy you had, say, 20 years ago?
Since the beginning of time, mankind has been
searching for the secret to longevity and everlasting
youth. It seems at last, there has been a major breakthrough.

full adult size.
However, studies by top researchers, doctors and esteemed anti-aging specialists around the world pointed
to a direct correlation between a deficiency in HGH production — which declines rapidly between the ages of
20 and 70 — and the process of aging, including weight
gain, lower energy, wrinkled skin, loss of sex drive, lack
of strength, thinning hair, reduced muscle mass, joint
and bone problems, memory lapses, flexibility limitations, and so on.

Human Growth Hormone (HGH)...The Key

Progressive scientists postulated if HGH levels
could be increased somehow, that the aging process
might be diminished, halted, prevented — even in some
ways, reversed. Armed with this knowledge and backed
by clinical evidence, an acclaimed heart surgeon went
about the business of finding a solution. A solution
which would lead to the discovery of the ChronoHGH
compound . . .

The Challenge Of “Growing Younger”

Discover The Benefit Of Human Growth Hormone
To Help Your Body Grow Younger!

Scientists have known about Human Growth Hormone (HGH) for more than eighty years. It is one of
the many endocrine hormones (like estrogen and testosterone) which is produced naturally in our body,
and is released by the pituitary gland in the brain. The
purpose of HGH was thought for decades to be solely
needed for stimulating the body to “grow” to normal

 Advanced Compound Now Available
Without A Prescription And Backed By The
World’s FOREMOST ANTI-AGING DOCTOR.

Call Toll-Free 1-800-000-0000 for your Trial Supply
of ChronoHGH and FREE GIFTS!
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No Needles, No Prescriptions, No Side Effects and

NO $20,000.00 PRICE TAG!
At Last! ChronoHGH
has broken through the
prohibitive “cost-barrier”
to staying young and sexy!
Increased energy.
Increased bone
density.
Smoother skin.
Loss of body fat.
Less wrinkles.
Controlled mood
swings.
Sharper thinking.
Better focus.
Improved memory.

It’s like a
miracle.
The benefits
of ChronoHGH
are simply
astonishing!

ChronoHGH
Doctor Endorsed
Anti-Aging Formula
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NOW YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE “RICH” TO BE “YOUNG!”
Have you ever wondered why so
many Hollywood celebrities and other wealthy individuals in the public
eye never seem to age? Certainly
they can afford personal trainers and
top dieticians and beauty experts.
And of course, they can discreetly
go in for plastic surgery and various
other augmentation procedures.
But what you don’t hear about
are the hush-hush visits to the doctor’s office for injections of synthetic
HGH — an artificial version of the
actual Human Growth Hormone secreted by the pituitary gland.

wealthy.
Injections mean this is a drug
therapy. There may be side effects.
Careful monitoring of body functions is vital. Plus, results can take
up to three months or more to show
promise. This type of treatment is
often inconvenient and time consuming — involving needles, doctor
appointments, and waiting room delays.
Inexpensive, Drug-Free Alternative

Fortunately, there exists today a
modern and safe natural alternative.
Thanks to the cumulative efforts of
$20,000.00 Plus Per Year!
anti-aging researchers worldwide,
Although there is no way to a revolutionary drug-free tablet is
know exactly who is receiving this now available. It is based on studies
prescription-only treatment, it is demonstrating that specific amino
widely known that doctors have been acids, consumed orally, could result
providing these injections for many in dramatic and sustained spikes of
years in orHGH proder to keep
duction in
DID YOU KNOW:
their prized
the body. In
In 1985, Growth Hormone was synthesized under
“patients”
other words,
the Reagan Orphan Drug Act in an effort to treat
young, sexy
this non-indwarfism. Scientists discovered something else:
the “aging process” stopped, thus providing the
and beautivasive methfirst hint of the dynamic powers of this hormone.
ful.
od utilizes
What is
the body’s
also known is that the cost of this own natural ability to stimulate the
treatment is extremely high, aver- production of HGH (Human Growth
aging up to $2,000.00 per month, Hormone), which is what Dr. Vagni$24,000.00 per year, and is quite im- ni and his team were painstakingly
practical unless you are very, very and methodically looking for.

To Order, Call Toll-Free 1-800-000-0000!

Progressive Anti-Aging Doctors and Medical Experts Widely Agree:

Once Levels of HGH Are Restored,

You Can Look and Feel
20 Years Younger!
UP
TO

Scientific studies and clinical research data from
specialists around the world continued to propel anti-aging experts forward in the quest for a natural alternative to synthetic Human Growth Hormone (HGH).
What these medical professionals had discovered
was reproducible and incontrovertible. Human Growth
Hormone, which is released by the pituitary gland, is
produced in great levels when we are young, and then
— abruptly — decreases as we age. Sapping our bodies
of as much as 75% of the circulating levels of HGH
we had at age 20, and rendering virtually ALL men and
women with a distinct HGH deficiency by age 40.
Halt The Aging Process By Stimulating
HGH Production With ChronoHGH?

It became increasingly obvious to top scientists that
the key to “reinvigorating” the body and retarding and
diminishing the aging process was to stimulate Human
Growth Hormone production.
Clinical studies continued to prove this evidentially
again and again (see Table I). In fact, in test after test,
the data consistently produced powerful documentation
demonstrating that as levels of Growth Hormone increased, the effects of aging became less pronounced —
as though the body’s own biological clock was perhaps
being reversed and turned back in time.
RESPECTED SPECIALISTS COMMENT . . .

From Lawrence Dornan, M.D., a member of the
American Academy of Anti-Aging: “HGH (Human
Growth Hormone) stops the aging process in the body
and reverses many of the problems that are caused by
aging, such as wrinkling skin, increased body fat, decreased muscle mass, increased cholesterol, decreased
stamina and low energy.
From Ronald Klatz, M.D., a world-renowned expert
(continued on page 6)

Feel Great...
Feel Young Again...

DAY BY DAY!

TABLE I: Bar Graph below showing benefits of increased HGH
in Dr. Daniel Rudman’s 6-month trial study of men
averaging 71 years of age and overweight.
(See details below summarizing Dr. Rudman’s work.)

LEAN
BODY MASS

+ 8.8%

BODY
FAT

– 14%

BONE
DENSITY

+ 1.6%

SKIN
THICKNESS

+ 7.1%

In a study conducted by Dr. Daniel Rudman, M.D., a renowned
specialist in growth-hormone research, a group of men were given
Human Growth Hormone replacement therapy to increase levels of
HGH in their body over a six-month period. All of the men in the
study were overweight, but were told not to alter any habits in terms
of diet, exercise or smoking. The average age of the men was 71.
At the end of the six-month trial, published in the New England
Journal of Medicine, the results were both astonishing and
dramatic, showing an average gain of 8.8% in lean muscle mass,
an increase in bone density, plus thicker, tauter skin – and most
impressive – a 14% LOSS of body fat. This was remarkable.
Dr. Rudman concluded: “The effects of six months of human
growth hormone on lean muscle mass and adipose tissue
(body fat) were equivalent in magnitude to the changes
incurred during 10–20 years of aging.”
TABLE II: Results of clinical studies showing HGH increase
from natural protein constituent compounds.
(Information beneath table explains impressive results.)
L-Arginine
L-Lysine
Glutamine

+ 794%
+ 400%

The table above refers to the results of amino acid studies showing
a significant increase in HGH production in the body. Conclusive
evidence by Dr. Isidori of the Rome Medical Clinic demonstrated that
a combination of amino acids consumed orally, including L-Arginine
and L-Lysine, produced a 794% greater release of HGH.
In another study, published in the American Journal of Clinical
Nutrition, it was shown that doses of the specific amino acid
Glutamine may in fact increase levels of HGH by 400%.
Notable: ChronoHGH contains the correct proportions and
combinations of these amino acids cited in the studies.
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(continued from page 5)
on anti-aging and Founder and
President of the American Academy of Anti-Aging Medicine: “By
replenishing your supply of growth
hormone, you can recover your
vigor, health, looks — and sexuality.”
And from Daniel Rudman,
M.D., a pioneer in growth hormone research: “The overall deterioration of the body that comes
with growing old is not inevitable.
We now realize that some aspects
of it can be prevented or reversed.”
NO DRUGS . . .
NO PRESCRIPTION . . .
HERE ARE THE REMARKABLE
FINDINGS THAT LED
TO THE DEVELOPMENT
AND PRODUCTION OF THE
CHRONOHGH COMPOUND.

Years of studies and trials was
finally rewarded when a paper published in the American Journal of
Clinical Nutrition by Dr. Isidori
of the Rome Medical Clinic noted
that a combination of amino acids,
when consumed orally, could result in significant sustained spikes
of HGH production in the body.
The formularization of the
ChronoHGH compound followed
by the Dr. Vagnini-led consortium
of anti-aging experts, and today,
this compound may stand as the
most powerful drug-free formula
ever invented for helping to naturally restore Growth Hormone production to youthful levels.
ChronoHGH
incorporates
precise proportions of exact amino acids — including L-Arginine,
L-Lysine, and Glutamine — which
have been clinically proven to produce as much as a 794% increased
release of HGH in the body. (See
Table II on page 5.) This tablet is
praised by virtually everyone who
dreams of taking years off their
looks and wants to feel sharper,
younger, more energized and robust. Why not join them today?
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Read This If You Are A
“Baby Boomer” Or If You Are
Looking Forward To An
Active, Robust Retirement!

Watch Yourself Begin To Transform Into A
YOUNGER PERSON MONTH BY MONTH
As You Feel Your Body Strengthening...
As you see your appearance start rejuvenating
before your very eyes — becoming more
youthful, more radiant.

P

lease ask yourself, “how do you want to
spend your golden years?” What kind of
life do you envision for yourself? What type
of pleasures do you hope to enjoy as you contemplate the “free time” ahead after all your years of
hard work and sacrifice?
Perhaps you are looking forward to special
moments with your grandchildren. Or traveling.
Seeing the world. Pursuing your deepest passions.
Enjoying daily rounds of golf. Brisk games of
tennis. Gardening. Immersing yourself in cultural
activities and events. Sailing. Scuba diving.
For many men and women, these dreams are
sadly only going to be “pipe dreams.” Because
their bodies, their joints, their flexibility, energy
level, endurance — even their minds (their mental
focus and clarity) — aren’t going to allow them to
do the things they always planned on doing.

BRIMMING WITH THE ENERGY AND VIGOR AND
BEAUTY OF SOMEONE 2O YEARS YOUNGER!
Continued Use Of ChronoHGH For 6 Months May Turn Your Life Around
And Give You Back The Priceless Gift Of Youthful, Ageless Health!

Month 1
Month 2
Month 3

Month 4
Month 5

Month 6

You will begin to notice you have more energy and pep. More get
up and go. Plus, improved stamina and endurance. Better sleep.
A more optimistic attitude.
Your muscle tone improves and you may have greater sexual
vitality and function. You develop a wonderful sense of well-being. Skin tone improves. Weight loss may be noticed. Strength
increases. Much better digestion.
Your skin complexion becomes noticeably improved. Strength
increases even more as you add muscle size and mass. Mental
processes become more focused. You may have greater energy
for projects and more sexual desire. Visible hair growth. Increased
body flexibility. Reduction in PMS symptoms.
Memory sharpens and becomes more pronounced. Bone density increases. Reserves of energy are now apparent as you go
through the day feeling stronger and not tired. Vitality and stamina
leap forward.
Your flexibility may have improved dramatically. Hair has
thickened and is now looking shiny and healthy. Noticeable weight
loss and reduction in inches may be apparent as muscle tissue and
muscle tone is pronounced. Skin appears younger-looking and
more supple, with greater elasticity and a lessened appearance of
wrinkles. Sexual function continues improvement.
Signs of a more youthful appearance are everywhere. Your immune system has strengthened with greater resistance to viruses and other illnesses. Chronic pain and stiffness is alleviated or
begins to disappear. Eyesight is improved. Blood pressure may
normalize. Appearance of wrinkles lessened as your face grows
radiant. Old wounds heal quicker. Heart rate improves. Your body
looks more contoured and robust. Cellulite is diminished. Hair
continues to thicken and starts returning to its natural color. You
have a greater capacity for exercise and physically you feel more
fit, emotionally more stable. You begin to realize, you are NOT
old anymore. You have taken years off your age.

Today You Are At A Crossroads.

Get ready to have fun again. To savor life like a “young” person...
like you just leaped back in time by a whole generation!

ChronoHGH is GUARANTEED
to work or your money back.
This formula is available
right now for your NO-RISK,
unconditional trial.

I

f you want to truly marvel at the way
you may look and feel — to perhaps
amazingly step into a “time-machine”
and rewind it by up to 20 years — then we
definitely encourage you to order your trial
supply of ChronoHGH today.
This compound is NOT available in
any store or retail outlet and can only be
received directly from the ChronoHGH
shipping facilities.
Due to current production scheduling
and at Dr. Vagnini’s request as an introduction to all health-conscious individuals, you
are now entitled to purchase and receive
(continued on page 8)

Looking directly ahead, down one road, is an older, weaker body.
Rifled with chronic aches and pains. A fragile immune system. Lackluster energy. Impaired judgement. Constantly fatigued and washed
out. Physically broken down.
Yet down the other road is an entirely different kind of person.
Brimming with energy. Filled with life. Totally in charge of their
faculties. With smooth, radiant youthful skin. Bright eyes. A razorsharp mind. Firm, contoured body. A strong gait. Able to function all
day without sitting down. Just like a young person. Healthy, vibrant,
active, focused — feeling as though you are no more than 30 or 40
years old.
This second person is the individual you can hope to achieve if you
decide to take advantage of the highly advanced, state-of-the-art
ChronoHGH compound.

Developed by Dr. Frederic J. Vagnini, M.D., The Board Certified
Physician Known As “The Anti-Aging Doctor.”
ChronoHGH is for people who want to stay on top of their game.
It is for men and women who want to look and feel rejuvenated, transformed — able to tackle projects with the energy of 20 years ago. It is
for individuals who refuse to deteriorate and who NEVER want to
“cave-in” to old age. For those who want to be physically and mentally
active all the days of their life.
Perhaps you are a business-driven person. Maybe you spent many
years developing your profession. Honing your skills. Improving your
education. Investing large sums of money and time in becoming who
you are. Do you want to risk the catastrophe of flushing it all down the
drain? Losing your abilities? Falling apart? Becoming old and tottering,
unstable and “out of it?” YOU DON’T HAVE TO!
The wonder of ChronoHGH is NOT in somehow “wishing” or
“hoping” it to work. This is not a placebo or sugar pill. This compound
is literally nature’s medicine of tomorrow — and it is here today.
ChronoHGH will help your body to naturally stimulate the production of HGH, which progressive scientists believe is the key to
ageless youth and health. At last, this wonderful key is now in your
hands!

Customer Testimonials
Attest To The Remarkable
Effectiveness Of The
ChronoHGH Compound!
Customer Service,
I thank God for giving me your fantastic “ChronoHGH.”
I have been taking 2 bottles and getting excellent results.
I felt that I have more energy and better sleep and I look
younger. I really love it and I introduce (it) to others
who all want to try it.
Because I left here to other country for two months
so I didn’t take it. Now I urgently reorder it. Hopefully I
could take it right now to make up what I lost in these
two months.
Thank you and God Bless you.
				
Mrs. Peggy G.
To Whom It May Concern:
Medically, I suffered a massive heart attack. During
angioplasty for the heart attack I had a stroke which
paralyzed my right side temporarily. Struggling through
rehab I was given many “doctor pills” to no avail!
My heart was failing! I couldn’t exercise hard enough to
get it pumping properly again. I was desperate! Barely 50
years old, I was headed for a heart machine, a transplant
or worse — death!! I saw your ad and ordered 3 months
worth.
Right away, I noticed a difference! More energy!
My goodness, I was speed-walking uphill within 2 weeks!
I was getting more hair on my head (my hairdresser noticed)
and it was not gray! Best of all, within 6 months my heart
function improved by 42%! The cardiologist could not
explain this as I no longer took his “doctor pills.”
I have taken ChronoHGH now and will NEVER stop.
Thank you. You have given me back my quality life!
				Sincerely,
				Linda D.
Editor’s Note: Your primary care physician should always be your main source of
information about health issues. No supplementation program or medical treatment
should be embarked without your physician’s knowledge, consent, and screening.
Never exceed the recommended dosage of ChronoHGH or any other prescription or
supplementation program.
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(continued from page 7)
ChronoHGH at a special discounted price by calling Toll-Free 1-800-000-0000 or mailing in your
personal ChronoHGH Trial Order Form conveniently located on the inside back cover of this
journal.
Please note the substantial price savings of a
180-day supply of ChronoHGH. At just $199.95
plus shipping and handling (less than $1.12 per
day for the priceless reward of looking and feeling young again), you will be saving a full $100.00
off the regular price. Plus, with your 180-day supply, you will also receive two extraordinary FREE
BONUS GIFTS (valued at $118.95) which are described on the overleaf directly across from your
Trial Order Form.
In addition, once you receive your 30, 90 or
180-day trial supply of ChronoHGH plus the
FREE GIFT(s) specified with your order...you will
become a Priority Customer with the opportunity
to continue with risk-free automatic shipment of
ChronoHGH direct to your door at an even more
generous discounted price of only $39.95 plus
shipping and handling for every thirty day supply.
AGAIN, THERE IS NO RISK WHATSOEVER!
If you decide on automatic shipment, you may cancel at any time simply by calling the toll-free customer service line. And no matter what, the FREE
GIFT(s) corresponding to your trial order are yours
to keep forever with our compliments.
IRONCLAD GUARANTEE!

Please read this journal carefully from cover to
cover and remember the most precious of all blessings — the gift of health — may be at stake. Truly,
ChronoHGH is wonderful. It is revolutionary, as
you may see and experience firsthand in the coming days ahead.
Most noteworthy is our promise of your complete satisfaction. It is positively guaranteed unconditionally to you through this trial invitation
which entitles you to freely judge the performance
and benefits of ChronoHGH for yourself.
Imagine what it would be like to feel young
again, to feel good again. Healthy and vibrant. To
take up to 20 years off your looks and feel restored,
reborn and refreshingly “alive!”
This is the power of ChronoHGH, and it
is 100% GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY
BACK. ChronoHGH may soon have a rejuvenescent effect on you and your appearance. On your
level of energy. Your flexibility. Mental focus. Vitality. And on your skin and other visible signs of
a much more robust condition.
We invite you to begin the process of recapturing your youth right now by calling or mailing your
Trial Form. Remember — there is zero risk.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
About Growing Younger And Staying Younger
With The ChronoHGH Compound...
Q

CALL

Please describe the development of ChronoHGH and what is in this formula?

TOLL-FREE
NOW

Answer:
ChronoHGH is an all natural, state-of-the-art compound the result of scientific studies conducted
at prestigious medical facilities and research laboratories around the world. The compound was
formulated by a team of scientists, physicians, and anti-aging specialists led by Dr. Frederic J. Vagnini, M.D., FACS (Medical Director, Cardiovascular and Longevity Center). Dr. Vagnini’s reputation
is so distinguished among top longevity experts that he is referred to as “The Anti-Aging Doctor.”

1-800-000-0000
TO BEGIN A
NEW LIFE!

The ChronoHGH compound combines exact combinations and proportions of several amino acids
demonstrated to significantly increase levels of HGH in the body (see page 5 of this journal). Other
Growth Hormone stimulating constituents have also been added to fortify and strengthen the formula, including Colostrum, Phytosterol Complex, and a special Soy Phosphatidal blend which, in
unique combination, has been designed into an easy-to-swallow, safe and effective tablet.

Q

Tell me more about Human Growth Hormone. You indicate that our body produces less HGH
as we age. How is this significant and what have scientists learned about HGH and aging?

Answer:
Human Growth Hormone (HGH) is an endocrine hormone which is produced by the pituitary gland
in the brain. Levels of HGH are found in great abundance when we are young and in peak health.
However, as we age, HGH production declines rapidly. It is estimated that the production of Human
Growth Hormone declines by as much as 75% between the ages of 20 and 70, when there is only
a trace amount left in our system.
This is significant because overwhelming evidence points to a direct correlation between “biological aging” and a reduction in our body’s HGH production. In other words, as HGH levels
DECREASE (and scientists widely believe that virtually EVERYONE over the age of 40 has a HGH
deficiency), the effects of “aging” – including weight gain, wrinkled skin, loss of muscle mass,
graying and thinning hair, lack of energy, suppressed immune system, reduced sex drive, memory
problems, etc. – INCREASE. The good news is though, as doctors have found, if we can help the
body to produce more HGH, we can actually reduce the effects of aging, turn back the clock and
even potentially look years younger.

Q

Can the ChronoHGH formula help stimulate a greater production of HGH in the body?
What if my system has already run out of Human Growth Hormone (HGH) altogether?

Answer:
The body NEVER completely runs out of HGH, so the challenge is to simply produce more. Studies
have shown that compounds called “secretagogues” can help stimulate the pituitary gland to
release HGH naturally and safely, via oral supplements formulated using all-natural ingredients.
This is where the power of ChronoHGH comes in. Scientists have been able to show that natural
compounds – the exact ones formulated in ChronoHGH – when taken properly, may actually produce dramatic and sustained spikes of HGH production in the body.

Q

How and when will I know ChronoHGH is working for me? Is it safe?

Answer:
Within the very first month, you may expect increased energy, more pronounced stamina and
endurance, and a better sleep pattern. As time goes on, many other welcome signs of a younger, stronger body and appearance may revolutionize your health. Younger skin, less wrinkles,
sharper memory, heightened energy, sexual vitality, thicker hair, less aches and pains, stabilized
blood pressure, improved heart rate, stronger immune system – medical tests have even shown a
reduction in cholesterol and triglycerides as HGH levels increase.
ChronoHGH is formulated with the exact proportions of amino acids cited in research studies,
combined with a specific blend of Growth Hormone-stimulating constituents. It is a 100% safe
product and does not require a doctor’s prescription. However, before beginning any health program or regimen, you should always consult with your physician to make sure you are in good
overall health.

Q

What are the potential significant benefits
of the ChronoHGH compound in terms of
how I will look, how I will feel, and my
overall state of health?

Answer:
The results may be spectacular! In addressing the subject of Growth Hormone therapy,
Dr. Ronald Klatz, who is a world-renowned expert on anti-aging, said “...For the first time in
human history, we can intervene in the aging
process, restore many aspects of youth, resist
disease, substantially improve the quality of
life, perhaps extend the life span itself. The
‘Fountain of Youth’ lies within the cells of each
of us. All you need to do is release it.”
By increasing the level of HGH in your body,
many signs of aging may be halted — even
suppressed — and those traits associated
with youthful age and vitality may become significantly visible to you and may give you these
electrifying benefits:
• Loss of Fat and Unwanted Pounds
• Restored Hair Growth
• Return of Natural Hair Color
• Fading of Wrinkles and Age Spots
• Increased Energy and Stamina
• Restored Sex Drive
• Improved Sleep
• Restored Bone and Muscle Mass
• Sharper Memory and Mental Clarity
• Boosted Immune System
• Strengthened Heart Muscle
• Greater Healing Capacity
• Control of Mood Swings

“The ‘Fountain of Youth’
lies within the cells of each
of us. All you need to do
is release it.”
— Dr. Ronald Klatz
Famous Anti-Aging Expert

WHY DOES THE PRICELESS GIFT
OF YOUTH HAVE TO BE WASTED
ON THE YOUNG?

PICTURED HERE is Dr. Frederic
J. Vagnini, M.D., himself reaping
the benefits of ageless youth!
Dr. Vagnini, M.D., is an acclaimed surgeon and
cardiovascular physician, an accomplished author
and health educator, and an expert in the study
of preventative medicine, anti-aging and longevity health.
After graduating from St. Louis University of
Medicine in 1963, Dr. Vagnini began an extensive
post doctorate internship and residency studying
vascular, heart and lung surgery at the Downstate
Medical Center, Brooklyn, New York, and Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center, New York, New
York.
Upon completion of 8 years of training, Dr. Vagnini served as a Lieutenant Colonel in the U.S.
Army, then entered into private practice on Long
Island, New York, where he spent the next 25
years as a heart, lung and blood vessel surgeon.
As a result of operating on thousands of individuals with heart and blood vessel disease, Dr.
Vagnini became keenly interested in Preventative
Medicine and Clinical Nutrition.
His research into health education and longevity
combined with his vast experience in the areas
of heart disease and personal nutrition led to
frequent guest appearances on local and national
radio and television and earned Dr. Vagnini the
distinct reputation as “The Anti-Aging Doctor.”
Dr. Vagnini has written hundreds of articles on
Health Education and has been published in numerous scientific journals. He is currently the
publisher of a monthly newsletter called Cardiovascular Wellness and hosts a live call-in radio
show on WOR 710 AM. The show is called “The
Heart Show” and airs from 4-5PM Sundays.
Dr. Vagnini is certified by the American Board
of Surgery and the American Board of Thoracic Surgery. He is an active member of many
prestigious medical societies and pioneered the
research and development team which led to the
discovery and production of the highly advanced
ChronoHGH compound.

A

s a physician and medical
practitioner, and as a health
educator, I am more excited
today than I have ever been in my
career.
That’s because we have entered a
new age of medicine, in my opinion.
An era where the fear of growing old,
of losing mental and physical faculties, of deteriorating and becoming
dependent on others and unable to
manage your own affairs, may be
over forever.
ChronoHGH is truly a phenomenal product, and I believe, a breakthrough. Just imagine “leap-stepping” back in time by a generation,
surging with the energy and vigor of
someone 20 years younger. Seeing
yourself, in your very own mirror,
begin to regain the wonderful vibrancy of youth.
Your appearance. Skin texture.

Hair color. Immune system. Muscle
tone. Flexibility. Sexual function.
Bone density. Eyesight. Emotions.
Endurance. Stability. Mental focus.
Mood. EVERYTHING — your
entire body — transforming into a
younger YOU, as though “old age” is
being washed away.
100% NATURAL FORMULA

ChronoHGH is not a drug and
does not require a prescription. It
works naturally within your body
by promoting the restoration of GH
(Growth Hormone) production to
youthful levels, thereby stimulating
a return to a younger condition. I
personally guarantee your satisfaction, and can’t wait for you to recapture the sparkle of youth. Are you
ready? Then call toll-free right now
to make it happen.
Yours, Dr. Frederic J. Vagnini, M.D.

72 Year Old Woman Says ‘No Gray Hair or Wrinkles!’
(Written testimony as received):
“My name is Lucy and I have been taking HGH for
about a year. During that time I lost 13 pounds
without any extra exercise regime. My bra cup
size increased from a B to C. My energy level is
great. Next month I will be 72 years old and am
still employed full time as a bookkeeper and administrative
assistant. On the week ends I do the grocery shopping and
tend to my flower gardens. These are the extra things besides
the normal cooking, cleaning and laundry chores. In a nutshell — I look and feel great. No gray hair or wrinkles.”
						Sincerely,
						Lucy
F., Florida
STOMER ENDORSEMENT
CU

Order Your TRIAL SUPPLY Of ChronoHGH Today And Regain A Marvelous Youthful
Appearance And Vitality, Enabling YOU To Perhaps Live Every Day Of Your Life To
The Fullest Without The Degenerative Symptoms Of “Old Age.”

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-000-0000 NOW!

ChronoHGH Trial Order Form
 100% RISK-FREE TRIAL ORDER FORM 

“It DOESN’T,” says Dr. Vagnini, M.D., “because now YOU can turn back
the clock on aging.” “Physically...mentally...you can be younger, stronger,
more vital, robust — totally rejuvenated — all thanks to ChronoHGH!”

SPECIAL NO-RISK INVITATION TO HELP TURN BACK THE CLOCK ON AGING.

 YES,

Of Course I Want The
Benefits Of ChronoHGH!

I want to feel like a million bucks — I want to be rejuvenated
and physically stronger, more youthful and filled with energy and
stamina. And I want to look years younger . . . with smoother
skin, less appearance of wrinkles, thicker hair, improved muscle
tone, a firmer more contoured physique, better sexual function,
sharper mind, and all the wonderful benefits described inside
this journal which promote vitality and help to prevent and slow
the aging process.
ChronoHGH is not a vitamin pill, not a steroid, not a hormone and is
definitely NOT a drug. It is a natural anti-aging formula developed by
a team of scientists, physicians, and longevity experts led by the preeminent Dr. Frederic J. Vagnini, M.D., a cardiovascular surgeon and
author who is renowned by colleagues as “The Anti-Aging Doctor.” Try
this formula today on a personal trial basis. There is No-Risk.

For Fastest Shipment On Credit Card Orders,

Call Toll-Free 1-800-000-0000
All Orders Shipped By USPS Priority Mail. Call 24 Hours A Day, 7 Days A Week. Visa, MasterCard And American Express Accepted.

If Replying By Mail, Select NO-RISK ChronoHGH Trial Offer Below:
INDICATE ORDER SIZE

[
[
[

REGULAR PRICE

YOU PAY ONLY

FREE GIFTS

] 180-Day ChronoHGH
Biggest Savings Offer*

$299.95

$199.95
Plus $9.50 shpg./hdlg.

RADIO
+ BOOK

] 90-Day ChronoHGH
Great Savings Offer*

$149.95

$119.95

BOOK

] 30-Day ChronoHGH
Good Savings Offer*

Low Price

$49.95

BOOK

If ordering by mail, please complete
the following information.

Plus $7.50 shpg./hdlg.

Plus $4.50 shpg./hdlg.

FREE
BONUS

TOTAL Enclosed: $_____________

GIFTS!

METHOD OF PAYMENT:
Enclosed is my ( ) Check ( ) Money Order made payable to: ChronoHGH
Please charge my ( ) Visa ( ) MasterCard ( ) American Express
ACCOUNT NUMBER (PRINT ALL DIGITS CLEARLY):					

Signature X
NOTE: IF NAME OR SHIPPING ADDRESS IS DIFFERENT THAN APPEARS ON OTHER SIDE (BACK COVER),
PLEASE MAKE CORRECTIONS BELOW:
Name (ship to)
Address
City					

State

Zip

EXPIRATION DATE (Month/Year)

100% Customer Satisfaction Guarantee
You risk nothing by ordering ChronoHGH for your personal home trial.
Should you be disappointed in any way with the results of this all-natural, doctor endorsed formulation, simply return the unused or empty
bottles and we will issue you a prompt and full 100% Money Back refund for your purchase price, less shipping and handling. ChronoHGH
comes to you with this ironclad and unconditional guarantee.
Mail to:

Phone
In case we have any questions or for product updates

ChronoHGH National Offices

1000 Street Name, Suite 000, City, ST 10000

